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This report is a summary of weed control investigations in corn and
grain sorghum conducted by the staff of the University of Tennessee,
Department of Plant and Soil Science, in 1986. It contains results
of individual experiments that are not summarized over time or
location and, therefore, data should not be taken out of context for
use in any type of commercial pUblication. These data may be used
in decision-making as to future research and uses of individual
herbicides. The use of any particular herbicide or formulation over
another is not to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation
of any specific product. These data are not to be used in any type
of commercial activity or release without the express written
approval of the Dean of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
Many of the uses of herbicides contained herein have not been
authorized by Federal and State Environmental Protection Agencies
and are not recommended by the University of Tennessee Institute of
Agriculture.
We would like to acknowledge the technical support of the
following individuals: Bobby McKee at the Knoxville Experiment
Station; Don Gibson at the Milan Experiment Station; Roy Thompson at
the Middle Tennessee Experiment Station; Ernest Neal at the Plateau
Experiment Station; Jimmy Duncan, Ernest Merriweather and William
Wynn at the West Tennessee Experiment Station; and John Oakes,
graduate student at Knoxville. Also, special thanks are extended to
the superintendents and field plot crews where this research was
conducted.
We would also like to thank our secretaries, Ms. Cheryl Broome
and Mrs. Gloria Duncan, for their assistance in the preparation of
this report.
Last but certainly not least, we gratefully acknowledge the
cooperation and support from the following chemical companies:
American Cyanamid Co., BASF Corp., Chevron Chemical Co., Ciba-Geigy
Corp., Dow Chemical Co., E.I. DuPont Corp., Helena Chemical Co.,
Hoechst-Roussel Agri-Vet Co., ICI Americas Inc., Monsanto
Agricultural Products, PPG Industries Inc., Rhone Poulenc Inc.,
Riverside-Terra Corp., Sandoz Crop Protection Corp., Shell Chemical
Co., Stauffer Chemical Co., and Union Carbide Agricultural Products
Co.
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Procedw'es and Techniques Used in Herbicide Trials
Experimental Design: :viostexperir~lents were arranged as randomized
complete blocks with at least three replications of plots 3-4
rows wide by 30-60 feet long with one untreated border row in
most instances.
Herbicide Application: Treatments were applied with CO2 sprayers
equipped with either 8002 or 8003 flat fan nozzles at 30 psi
applying 20 gpa and operated at 3 or 4 mph except where
otherwise indicated.
Weed and Crop Ratings: 'deed contr'ol was rated on a scale of a to
100 percent with 100 representing complete control. A control
rating of 70 is considered commercially acceptable. Crop
injury, stand reduction, and vigor reduction were also rated on
a scale of a to 100, where a represents no injury and 100
represents death. An injury rating of 30 or above is not
considered commercially acceptable.
Cultivation: Plots were not cultivated unless otherwise indicated.
Organic Matter: Most studies were conducted on mineral soils with
1.0 ± .5% organic matter.




A.I. = active ingredient
Bu/A = bushels per acre
C.O.C. crop oil concentrate
CRINJ OR CHINJU = crop injury
OF = dry flowable
E or EC = emulsifiable concentrate




GPA = gallons per acre
IN = inches
L = liquid
NIA = not applicable






RCB randomized complete block
REPS = replications
SC = soluble concentrate
SL or SIL = silt loam
WAP = weeks after planting
W or WP = wettable powder












Date April May ,June July August September
_._--,----~----~
0 0 0 0 .21 .34
2 0 0 .05 . 1 1 0 .87
3 0 0 0 1 .54 0 1. 41
4 0 0 .49 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 .03 0 0 0 .09 0
8 .70 o c~ 0 0 .24 0• ::J
9 .10 0 .16 0 .08 .01
10 0 0 .25 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1. 35 .46 0
1 2 0 .01 .07 0 .62 .40
1 3 0 0 0 .12 0 0
1 4 0 .10 0 .41 0 0
15 .OLI 0 0 .10 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 .25
17 0 0 0 0 .73 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 .10 0 0 0 0
20 0 .20 0 0 .04 .05
21 .50 0 0 0 0 0
22 .16 0 0 0 .05 0
23 0 .57 0 0 0 0
24 0 .53 0 0 0 .02
25 0 .28 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 0 .62 0 0 .56 0
28 0 .17 .08 0 .62 0
29 .41 • 14 0 0 .05 0
30 0 0 .50 a 0 .01
31 0 0 0





April May June _July _ August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min ~1ax Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
83 it 4 8LI 50 84 60 88 71 83 63 73 62
2 83 47 84 43 81) 64 91 75 91 64 71 62
3 81 47 84 Lj3 36 64 85 60 92 65 70 66
4 84 49 65 33 83 64 83 58 90 61 80 67
5 83 48 75 42 78 63 88 65 90 63 80 68
6 83 51 83 47 85 6LI 90 69 93 65 83 63
7 80 53 84 60 87 68 92 69 94 67 82 54
8 80 58 86 58 89 73 93 68 B6 67 32 54
9 69 43 85 52 76 63 94 71 90 68 73 54
10 53 32 86 52 86 68 93 71 86 68 80 56
11 64 32 80 60 86 70 93 66 88 68 84 60
12 71 35 81 61 87 70 90 68 78 64 83 64
13 74 41 n 62 86 63 88 71 87 65 82 56
14 78 45 77 51 85 63 89 68 87 65 79 54
15 79 53 86 57 87 63 88 68 88 68 83 56
16 68 41 83 61 039 63 86 69 91 67 82 58
17 68 37 84 57 89 63 90 69 91 71 81 ~ 10'
18 51 41 88 60 89 58 95 70 80 68 80 61
19 71 40 80 60 89 5') 96 69 85 66 74 65
20 78 46 78 56 90 55 96 70 88 67 78 66
21 78 48 7U 48 92 67 96 71 36 68 84 64
22 57 40 68 LI3 92 60 96 70 87 70 84 59
23 55 26 74 49 92 60 96 70 89 69 87 59
24 61 29 65 49 94 70 95 72 89 70 85 66
25 74 39 81 58 92 60 94 69 89 58 88 64
26 84 50 76 60 90 Sf) 95 69 89 60 88 65
27 89 52 76 6 LI 93 62 95 73 90 65 89 65
28 90 52 82 64 93 67 97 69 85 61 90 64
29 79 48 80 64 95 73 93 71 72 51 91 64
30 79 46 82 65 91 71 98 63 75 52 90 64
31 84 60 94 60 75 53
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12-01-1986
Th_ Uni __ rsity ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMTeonn_15S __
EVALUATION OF PRE EMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOXVILLE, TN by G.N. RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-l with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
Date Planted 5-6-86 Variety PIONEER 3147 Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot SL:e 3 ROWS * 30FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture LOAM
Soil Series STATLER I. ot1 1.0 pH 6.0
Appllcation Information










Soi 1 Ti lth
Crop Stage



























Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Size Helght SpctClng Width GPA Ca,-r1er F'S I
8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 411. C02 BACI:PACf:: .....;.
Comments
PANDI=FALL PANICUM; SORHA=SEEDLING JOHNSONGRASS; IPOLA=PITTED MORNINGGLORY;




Th_ Uni "~r-1!Sity c:a-f' T-nn_1S1I5__EVALUATION OF PREEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOXVILLE, HJ by G.N.RHODES,JR.P..-ojectTN-692-86-f<PS-1 '"11 th cooDe..-ato..-PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GF:OW. CRINJ PArmI SOF:HA IPOLA IPOHE AMACHNUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 6-7--86 6-7-86 6-7-80 6-7-86 6-7-86 6-7-86===================;=======~===============~================================~===01 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0.0 1(,.).0 98.3 30.0 28.8 100.0
02 LAS50 t1T 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0.0 1(1). (l ~~ ~ 100.0 100.0 100.0., I • -J02 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
03 DUAL 8.0E 1.5 PRE '"' ~ 97.5 88.8 28.8 28.8 97.5..:..• ..J
04 DUAL 8.0E 1.5 PRE 12.5 10(l.(l 98.3 100.0 99.5 100.004 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
05 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE 0.0 100.0 70.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
06 SC-5676 7.0E 0.75 PRE 0.0 1(1('_ 0 97.0 28.8 28.8 98.8
07 5C-5676 7.0E 1.0 PRE 0.0 99.5 95.8 32.5 27.5 100.0
08 5C-5676 7.0E 0.75 PRE 1.3 10').0 96.3 100.0 100.0 100.008 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
09 5C-0735 0.75W 0.5 PRE '"' ~ 100.0 100.0 98.3 98.3 100.0
..:.:.• ..J
10 5C-0735 0.75W 0.75 PRE 1.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
11 5C-0735 0.75W 0.5 PRE ~ ~ 1(ll).0 98.8 98.8 98.8 1(ll).I)..:;..~11 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
12 5C-0774 0.75W 0.5 PRE O. (J 100.0 93.8 33.8 31.3 85.0
13 5C-0774 0.75W 0.75 PRE 1.3 1O(i. (l 94.5 62.5 47.5 10(1.(>
14 5C-0774 O.75W 0.5 PRE 0.0 10(1.0 99.5 100.0 100.0 100. t)14 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
15 SC-(1l)51 3.(IE 1.0 F'RE 1.3 97.5 76. -3 93.8 92.5 99.3
16 SC-0051 3.0E 2.0 PF:E '-).(i 1 (i1~1• (I 91.3 99.5 99.5 1 C"_l. /-)
17 5C-0051 3.0E 1.0 r'f~E 0.0 1(ll.l. () 8~,. 0 11)0.0 100.0 1(, ,,',17 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
18 WEEDY Cf: 0.0 (). \) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (J. i)
LEAST 5IGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05) ; 4.(182 2.37'4 7.921 10.46 8.754 8.050STANDARD DEVIATION 2.886 1.69:: 5.601 7.400 6.190 5.69~COEFF. OF VAR IABILI TV 207.8 1.798 6.383 10.19 8.697 6.097
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12-01-1986 SUMMARY
Th_ Un:i.__ ..-_:i.'tyCJT T_nn _____
EVALUATION OF PREEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-VPS-l wlth cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ PANDI SORHA IPOLA IPOHE AMACHNUM. NAME FORM tlai/A STAGE 7-12-86 7-12-86 7-12-86 7-12-86 7-12-86 7-12-86================a=====~=============================c=========;===============_:
01 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0 99.3 96.3 40.0 40.0 100.0
02 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0 100.0 90.5 93.5 93.5 100.002 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
03 DUAL 8.0E 1.5 PRE 0 98.0 88.8 ..,..""'"cr ..,....., I:' 100.0•••''':' • ..1 ._.• ..:.,. • ...J
04 DUAL 8.0E 1.5 PRE 0 100.0 97.3 94.3 94.3 100.004 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
05 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE 0 96.8 45.0 96.5 96.5 100.0
06 SC-5676 7.0E 0.75 PRE 0 98.8 93.8 35.0 35.0 100.0
07 SC-5676 7.0E 1.0 PRE 0 96.8 85.5 35.0 35.0 100.0
08 SC-5676 7.0E 0.75 PRE 0 98.0 78.8 96.3 96.3 100.008 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
09 SC-0735 0.75W o c- PRE 0 100.0 91.8 94.3 94.3 100.0• ..J
10 SC-0735 0.75W 0.75 PRE 0 100.0 87.5 94.3 94.3 100.0
11 SC-0735 O.75W 0.5 PRE 0 99.5 93.3 94.8 94.8 100.011 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
12 SC-0774 0.75W 0.5 PRE 0 98.0 78.0 32.5 ••••• c- 100.0...:.",.~
13 SC-0774 O.75\oJ0.75 PRE 0 97.5 81.8 45.0 45.0 100.0
14 SC-0774 0.75W 0.5 PRE 0 99.5 93.5 95.0 95.0 1~)0.014 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
15 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0 PRE 0 94.8 .,.""' C" 88.8 88.8 lue.. (,,J";;'. ~
16 SC-(H)51 3.0E 2.0 PRE 0 96.5 58.8 91.3 <;>1.3 100. (,
17 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0 PRE u 97.5 65.0 94.8 94.8 1(/0 . '~l17 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
18 WEEDY CV 0 0.0 (). <) 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.(5)= 2.488 16.33 11.79 11.79 3.3(10STANDARD DEVIATION 1.759 11.55 8.340 8.340 .0::33COEFF. OF VARIABILITY 1.895 15.09 11.97 11.97 2.471
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12-01-1986 SU~H1ARY
Th_ Uni __ r~ity ~~ T_nn_~~ __
EVALUATION OF PREEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-l with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. PANDI SORHA IPOLA IPOHE AMACH
NUM. NAME FORM #al/A STAGE 10-1-86 10-1-86 10-1-86 10-1-86 10-1-86
01 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0
===================================================================:=====~======
100.0
02 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0
02 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5
03 DUAL 8.0E 1.5
04 DUAL 8.0E 1.5
04 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5
05 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5
06 5C-5676 7.0E 0.75
07 5C-5676 7.0E 1.0
08 5C-5676 7.0E 0.75
08 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5
09 SC-0735 0.75W 0.5
10 5C-0735 O.75W 0.75
11 5C-0735 0.75W 0.5
11 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5
12 5C-0774 0.75W 0.5
13 5C-0774 0.75W 0.75
14 5C-0774 0.75W 0.5
14 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5
15 5C-0051 3.0E 1.0
16 5C-0051 3.0E 2.0
17 5C-0051 3.0E 1.0











































LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. <.05i= 7.4~9
STANDARD DEVIATION 5.26u


















































































Th_ Uni __ ~~ity ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn~_ •.__
EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOXVIllE, TN by G.N. RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-4 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimentdl Management
Date Planted 5-6-86 VarIety PIONEER 3147 Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot SIze 3 ROWS. 30FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
SIte Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture LOAM
Soil Series STATLER I.OM 1.0 pH 6.0
Application Information










Soi 1 Ti 1th
Crop Stage
















Appl icati on EqLlipment
Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozz 1e 800mType MPH Type SIze HeIght Spacing WIdth GPA Carrier PSI
1- CO2 BACKPACK 3 FLAT FAN 80(12 19 IN 1:;> IN 6.3FT 2') ~JATER 41
Comment.s
IPOlA-PITTED MORNINGGLORY; IPOHG=ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGlORY. FOR THE 6-14-86 EVAL-
UATION,THE FIRST ENTRY FOR EACH WEED REFERS TO :-4 LEAF WEEDS, AND THE SECOND
ENTRY FOR EACH WEED REFERS TO 6 LEAF WEEDS. SUBSEQUEr~T EVALUATIONS WERE FOR
ALL SIZES. APPROXIMATELY 0.5 IN OF RAIN FELL 45 MIN FOLLOWING APPLICATION




Th_ Uni'V_'--~ity C)-f' T-nn_1!5!!S __EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOIVILLE, TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-rpS-4 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE 6RON. CRINJ IPOLA IPOLA IPOHii IPOH6 CRINJ IPOLA IPOH6NUH. HAHE FORH hi/A STA6E 6-14-86 6-14-86 6-14-86 6-14-86 6-14-86 1-12-86 7-12-86 1-12-86
==:::::===================================::===:======================:ur:az:az====a=====_======a===============_====z==a:.====:a==*== ••• ca
01 2,4-0 4.0L 0.5 POT 1.3 96.3 81.3 90.0 77.5 0 96.8 96.801 1-77 P 0.25 POT
02 BAHVEL 4.0L 0.25 POT 1.3 68.8 45.0 67.5 42.5 0 87.5 87.502 1-77 P 0.25 POT
03 HARmAN 3.2L 0.8 POT 1.3 98.3 90.8 98.3 87.5 0 90.5 90.503 1-77 P 0.25 POT
04 HARKSHAN 3.2L 1.2 POT 1.3 100.0 97.5 100.0 97.5 0 98.0 98.004 1-77 P 0.25 POT
05 8ASA6RAN 4.0L .75 POT 0.0 53.8 26.3 52.5 26.3 0 35.0 35.005 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
06 BA~A6RAN 4.OL 0.25 POT 0.0 98.8 94.3 98.8 94.8 0 94.3 94.306 ATRAlINE 4.OL 0.5 POT
06 C.D.C. P 1.25 POT
07 8ASA6RAN 4.OL 0.5 POT 0.0 100.0 96.3 100.0 96.3 0 96.8 96.807 ATRAZINE 4.0L 0.5 POT
07 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
08 8UCTRIL 2.0E 0.25 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 90.0 90.0
09 BUCTRIL 2.0E 0.38 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 93.0 93.0
10 BUCTlATR 3.0L .568 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 93.5 93.5
11 8UCTIATR 3.0L 0.75 POT 1.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 95.3 95.3
12 8UCTlATR 3.0L 1.13 POT 1.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 96.8 94,5I
13 DPH316 0.75W .008 POT 0.0 45.0 28.8 42.5 28.8 0 37.5 37.5II 13 1-77 P 0.25 PDT
I
14 DPH316 0.75W .016 POT 0.0 63.8 45.0 61.3 35.0 0 42.5 42.5I 14 1-77 P 0.25 POT
15 DPH3J6 0.75W .024 POT 1.3 60.0 35.(1 60.0 35.0 0 40.0 40.015 1-77 P 0.25 POT
16 DPl-6316 0.75M .031 POT 1.3 66.3 42.5 66.3 37.5 0 42.5 42.516 1-77 P 0.25 POT







Th_ Uni __ r_ity ~~ T_nn _
EVALUATION OF POST EMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted it KNOXVILLE, TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TH-692-96-KPS-4 Mith cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE 6ROW. CRINJ IPOLA IPOLA IPOH6 IPOH6 CRINJ IPOLA IPOH6
NUH. NAHE FORH hi/A STAGE 6-14-86 6-14-96 6-14-96 6-14-96 6-14-86 7-12-96 7-12-86 7-12-86
=.z&C:•• ::: •• ====zaz:z==_z:zz====za===z===a::_====az:az:I:1:: ••• 221:==:o=====a::===I1;==*:::&:==_==================.:_==:::1:==:=:&:*===_:_==::=_
18 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. ( .051- 2.2B6 7 .~51 9.692 8.5B2 8.m 11. 92 II. 99
STANDARD DEVIATION . 1.616 5.269 b.B53 6.068 6.032 a.~2B 8.4B4com. OF VARIABILITY - 291.0 6.537 90619 7.601 8.627 11.40 IUO
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12-01-1986 SUMMARY
Th_ Un~ __ r_~ty ~~ T_nn _
EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES.JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-4 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. IPOLA IPOHG






02 BANVEL 4.0L 0.25
02 X-77 P 0.25
03 MARKSMAN 3.2L 0.8
03 X-77 P 0.25
04 MARKSMAN 3.2L 1.2

















08 BUCTRIL 2.0E 0.25
09 BUCTRIL 2.0E 0.38
10 BUCT/ATR 3.0L .568
11 BUCT/ATR 3.0L 0.75
12 BUCT/ATR 3.0L 1.13
13 DPX-6316 0.75W .008
13 X-77 P 0.25
14 DPX-6316 0.75W .016
14 X-77 P 0.25
15 DPX-6316 0.75W .024
15 X-77 P 0.25
16 DPX-6316 0.75W .031

































































Th_ Uni __ r_ity ~T T_nn _
EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN CORN
Conducted ~t KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-4 with cooper~tor PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. IPOLA IPOHG
NUM. NAME FORM #~i/A STAGE 10-1-86 10-1-86
~=======~=============:=====================a;=========~~~====~==c==============
18 WEEDY 0.0 0.0











Th_ Uni __ r~ity ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMTtenn _
EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN GRAIN SORGHUM
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-2 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-3-86 Variety FFR-321-DR Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK AND FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture LOAM
Soil Series STATLER I. Ot1 1.0 pH 6.0
Application Information







































Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Size Height Spacing ~hdth GPA Ca..-rierPSI
8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 411. C02 BACKPACk FLAT FAt'l
Comments
DIGSA=LARGE CRABGRASS; AMACH-SMOOTH PIGWEED; IPOLA-PITTED MORNINGGLORY; IPOHG=
ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY. TEST WAS HARVESTED ON 10-8-86.
17
12-01-1986 SUM~lARY
Th_ Un~ __ ~_~ty ~~ T_nn _
EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN GRAIN SORGHUM
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-~PS-2 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DIGSA AMACH IPOLA IPOHG









04 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5
04 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
04 C.O.C. P 1.25
05 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5
05 ATRAZINE O.90W 1.25
05 C.O.C. P 1.25
06 TANDEM 4.0E .75
06 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
06 C.O.C. P 1.25
07 TANDEM 4.0E 0.75
07 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.25
07 C.O.C. P 1.25
08 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
08 C.O.C. P 1.25
09 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.25
09 C.O.C. P 1.25
10 BAS-514 0.50W 0.5
10 C.O.C. P 1.25
11 BAS-514 0.50W 1.0
11 C.O.C. P 1.25
12 BAS-514 0.50W 1.0
12 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.25



















































































































Th_ U~i __ ~~i~y ~~ T_~n _
EVALUATION OF POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES IN GRAIN SORBHUM
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-2 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DIGSA AMACH IPOLA IPOHG












04 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5
04 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
04 C.o.C. P 1.25
05 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5
05 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.25
05 C.O.C. P 1.25
06 TANDEM 4.0E .75
06 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
06 C.O.C. P 1.25
07 TANDEM 4.0E 0.75
07 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.25
07 C.O.C. P 1.25
08 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
08 C.O.C. P 1.25
09 ATRAZINE 0:90W 1.25
09 C.o. C. Pl. 25
10 BAS-514 0.50W 0.5
10 C.o.C. P 1.25
11 BAS-514 O.SOW 1.0
11 C.o.C. P 1.25
12 BAS-514 0.50W 1.0
12 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.25







































































































































MIDDLE TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
Box 160
Spring Hill, TN 37174
Superintendent - Dr. Joe W. High, Jr.
20
RAINFALL
Middle Tennessee Experiment Station
Spring Hill, TN 1985
Date April May JurH? July AUGust September
----_._.--------_._--_._._--_._~------
0 0 0 0 .01 .19
2 0 .10 0 1.03 0 .44
3 0 0 0 .12 0 .26
4 .02 0 .52 0 0 .40
5 0 0 .17 0 0 .17
6 0 0 .28 0 0 0
'7 .01 0 .41 .02 .05 0
8 .41 0 .30 0 .10 0
9 .16 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 .27 0 0
11 0 .03 0 0 .86 0
12 0 .02 .04 .32 0 .57
13 0 .12 0 .60 0 0
14 0 0 0 .10 0 0
15 .01 0 0 .08 0 0
16 0 0 0 .09 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 1. 31 0
18 0 .06 0 0 0 0
19 0 .88 0 0 0 1.00
20 .15 .03 0 0 0 .04
21 .20 0 0 0 0 0
22 .10 0 0 0 0 .07
23 0 .02 0 0 0 0
24 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 .49 0 0 0 0
26 0 .20 0 .13 0 0
27 0 .62 0 .80 .02 .20
28 0 1 .43 0 0 .82 0
29 .05 .58 .10 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 0 0 0
Total 1 . 1 1 4.58 1.82 3.56 3. 1r( 3.34
2 J
TEMPERATURE
Middle Tennessee Experiment Station
SpringHill, TN 1986
April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min 11ax Min Max Min Max Min
84 43 88 48 85 62 90 67 96 70 66 622 81 51 '74 411 8C( 64 94 67 91 66 70 64
3 85 53 70 411 84 63 So 63 83 58 82 674 82 52 65 31 35 63 83 56 88 59 85 695 80 61 78 39 74 611 88 59 89 55 86 686 78 57 84 r::C) 80 66 91 65 94 60 79 54:JL7 85 57 83 59 80 68 94 66 91 63 82 54.3 81 59 89 58 85 n 94 66 95 63 79 54
9 B lj2 89 59 88 70 94 67 88 66 74 5110 59 31j 88 52 86 70 92 69 92 65 86 5111 67 34 86 59 87 68 94 73 93 64 82 6712 74 38 T( 60 86 68 91 59 86 62 86 62
1 3 78 42 82 5'( 83 61 91 65 84 62 77 5214 81 47 84 58 79 60 89 67 87 62 77 5115 76 40 86 67 86 59 93 67 91 65 84 5516 65 39 84 63 86 58 87 61 IJ3 66 85 6217 52 36 87 59 90 61 00' 68 85 71 85 61.J:J18 57 35 87 66 88 5'( 93 71 85 67 85 61
19 73 41~ 76 55 83 56 97 71 86 65 78 6320 TT 53 67 49 91 62 97 70 86 64 85 6321 70 43 66 39 91 60 101 71 86 64 88 6422 57 38 69 42 93 64 g!4 68 87 68 87 64
23 56 25 73 47 95 65 92 66 91 67 85 6324 64 31 78 59 94 62 96 66 90 68 88 6725 T( 43 84 61 88 6)4 99 66 84 62 89 6626 87 48 78 63 Er( 56 95 61 90 62 88 5827 87 46 70 64 91j 60 99 70 93 68 89 6228 87 50 79 65 95 66 93 68 91 64 90 6429 79 43 76 64 83 71 9'7 70 71 49 93 6630 81 44 85 63 89 613 96 68 71 51 93 6631 85 61 97 68 78 60
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12-01-1986
Th_ Uni __r_ity ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn _
CORN HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS EVALUATION
Conducted at SPRING HILL, TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-4 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
ExperImental Management
Date Planted 4-29-86 Variety PIONEER 3147 Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*35 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture SILT LOAM
Soil Series MAURY 'l. ml 1.0 pH 6.0
ApplIcation Information










Soi I Ti Ith
Crop Stage






























Sprayer Speed Nozzle ~jozzIe Nozzle Nozzle BoomType MPH Type SIze HeIght SpaCIng l'hdth GPA CarrIer PSI
1. CO2 BACKPACK ~. FLAT FAN 8f~I02 19 19 b.:::FT20 l"ATER
" 1
~ CO2 BACKPACK 3 FLAT FAN 800:: 19 1'i 6.3FT 20 WHTER 41.
Comments
PHPBU=TALL MORNINGGLORY; IPOHE=IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY. FOR 6-17-86 EVALUATION,
FIRST ENTRY FOR EACH SPECIES REFERS TO 3-4 LF WEEDS, AND SECOND EVALUATION FOR
EACH SPECIES REFERS TO 7 LF WEEDS. THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT RAINFALL 10.88 IN) DID
NOT OCCUR UNTIL 3 WEEKS AFTER PLANTING. CONSEQUENTLY, CORN EMERGENCE WAS VERY
SLOW AND UNEVEN. CROP INJURY RATINGS WERE NOT TAKEN DUE TO VARIABLE CORN SIZE.
23
12-01-1986 SUMMARY
Th_ Uni. __ .-,.i.ty e::t-F T_nn _____
CORN HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS EVALUATION
Conducted at SPRING HILL, TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-4 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. PHPBU PHPBU IPOHE IPOHE PHPBU PHPBU
NUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 6-17-86 6-17-86 6-17-86 6-17-86 7-15-86 8-5-86=======~============================================~=~==============c====_===c=
01 GENATE + 6.7E 4.0 F'PI 86.3 86.3 86.3 86.3 82.5 80.0
01 ATRAZINE 4.0L 0.75 PPI
01 PPG-1259 3.0L 0.1 PPI
02 GENATE + 6.7E 4.0 PPI 92.5 92.5 92.5 92.5 83.8 86.3
02 ATRAZINE 4.0L 0.75 PRE
02 PPG-1259 3.0L 0.1 PRE
03 GENATE + 6.7E 4.0 PPI 56.3 56.:. 56.3 56.3 20.0 33.8
03 COBRA 2.0E 0.4 PRE
04 GENATE + 6.7E 4.0 PPI 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 96.0 93.8
04 EXTRAZIN 4.0L 3.0 PRE
05 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 67.5 67.5 67.5 67.5 56.3 60.0
05 ATRAZINE 4.0L 0.75 PRE
05 PPG-1259 3.0L 0.1 PRE
06 EXTRAZIN 4.0L 3.0 PRE 89.5 89.5 89.5 89.5 83.8 83.8
07 LASSO t1T 4.0L 2.0 PRE 88.8 88.8 88.8 88.8 86.3 86.3
07 EXTRAZIN 4.0L 3.0 PRE
08 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 93.8 93.8 93.8 93.8 88.8 83.8
08 ATRAZINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
09 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 72.5 ~~ co 72.5 27.5 7.5 12.5.:.,I • ....J09 BASAGRAN 4.0L 0.75 POT
09 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
10 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 100.0 92.5 100.0 92.5 80.0 81.3
10 BASAGRAN 4.0L 0.5 POT
10 ATRAZINE 4.0L 0.5 POT
10 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
11 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 100.0 90.0 100.0 90.0 78.8 80.511 BASAGRAN 4.0L O.~5 POT
11 ATRAZINE 4.0L 0.5 POT
11 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
12 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 82.5 38.8 83.8 38.8 57.5 45.012 BANVEL 4.0L 0.25 POT
12 X-77 P 0.25 POT
13 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 100.0 97.3 I(H).O 97.3 90.5 88.813 MARKSMAN 3.2L 0.8 POT
13 X-77 P 0.25 POT
24
12-01-1986 SUMMARY
Th_ Un:l.V'4I!!'r-_ity C)-F T4I!!'nn_____
CORN HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS EVALUATION
CondLlcted at SPRING HILL, TN by G.N.F:HODES,JR.
Pr-oject TN-692-86-~1-4 with cooper-ator- MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. PHPBU PHPBU IPOHE IPOHE PHPBU PHPBUNUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 6-17-86 6-17-86 6-17-86 6-17-86 7-15-86 8-5-86=====z~==_=_mc=_==~=============================================================
14 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 98.3 81.3 98.3 77.5 87.5 85.014 2,4-D 4.0L o c- POT.-.J
14 X-77 P 0.25 POT
15 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 91.3 61.3 91.3 61. 3 30.0 42.515 BUCTRIL 2.0E 0.25 POT
16 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 95.0 62.5 95.0 62.5 42.5 53.816 BUCTRIL 2.0E 0.38 POT
17 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 99.5 82.5 99.5 82.5 66.3 60.017 BUCT/ATR 3.0L .568 POT
18 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 100.0 93.8 100.0 93.8 81.3 82.518 SUCT/ATR 3.0L 0.75 POT
19 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 100.0 97.0 100.0 97.0 91.3 90.019 BUCT/ATR 3.0L 1.13 POT
20 WEEDY CK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0











Date April ~1ay June July August September
-------
1. 35 .76 .15 0 0 .10
2 0 0 .41 .29 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 .69
4 0 0 4.47 0 0 0
5 0 0 1.60 0 0 0
6 0 0 .24 0 0 0
7 0 0 .15
l
.43 0




10 0 .31 (" 0 011 0 0 0 .0812 0 .31 0 0
13 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 .21 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 .24 0
17 0 .47 0 0 0 .08
18 0 0 0 0 0 1.25
19 0 0 0 0 0 .43
20 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 .78 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 .20 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 .013 0 0 0
24 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 1. 49 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 1.92 0 0
27 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 .11 .67 0 0 0 0
29 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 .85 0 .35 0 0 0
31 0 0 0





April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min t1ax Min Max t1in Max t1in Max Min Max Min
72 55 86 611 94 75 90 71
2 76 56 69 42 83 69 83 71 86 68 85 64
3 80 60 66 43 86 65 86 65 82 61 83 63
4 83 511 74 66 90 58 82 58 86 72
5 80 58 82 68 "(8 66 94 62 90 511 78 60
6 74 55 81 65 32 72 96 67 83 60 86 r ")JL
7 71 61 86 62 84 72 9ij 711 92 68 79 55
3 68 49 89 61 87 72 95 70 78 68 76 56
9 59 41 .38 63 81 73 92 75 88 66 88 50
10 62 34 85 61 38 71 94 76 86 70 86 68
11 70 35 74 66 87 70 92 74 82 59 89 69
12 76 42 79 62 85 66 90 69 82 53 79 55
13 78 48 85 57 83 59 92 69 87 56 82 47
14 70 47 87 68 86 59 91 70 90 62 87 47
15 56 42 '{8 66 88 60 93 70 92 70 85 70
16 51 48 85 69 91 70 94 72 77 71 88 60
17 82 67 88 64 95 71 85 68 90 63
18 69 61 84 55 96 72 88 70 86 67
19 68 60 91 5'7 98 72 87 62 84 65
20 67 45 93 62 9'( 71 86 60 89 67
21 60 44 72 39 94 65 90 70 88 65 89 67
22 54 34 65 47 96 67 92 63 92 64 84 7C
23 67 29 76 58 97 '(1 94 64 92 68 87 68
24 79 38 82 64 89 70 96 67 87 69 88 69
25 84 51 77 62 87 66 98 69 94 73 90 72
26 83 49 73 61 93 61 100 70 95 67 90 70
27 83 46 132 54 94 74 91 6B 91 67 91 70
23 70 50 80 67 90 '{2 95 80 72 52 94 65
29 82 44 86 62 94 71 94 74 T7 39 91 76
30 86 49 87 63 95 77 95 72 79 53 90 72
31 88 63 98 74 70 56
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PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MPDIRCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN POST DIRECTED HERBICIDES
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY
TOTAL REPS : 1













MISC. 1: 150 N AS SIDEDRESSED
MISC. 2: FURADAN IN FURROW AT
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.8
SOIL TEXTURE: SILT LOAM SOIL OM%: 1.2
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
ANHYDROUS AMMONIA NUMBER OF REPS: 4
PLANTING REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
=============================================================================
PLANTING DATE: 04/16/86
HARVEST DATE : 09/12/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3184
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT MID: WET LATE: DRY
=========::===============~===================================================
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :
APPLICATION DATE: OS/23/86 / / / / / / :
JULIAN DATE/YEAR: J143/86 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00 :
GEN. APPLIC TYPE:PODIR :
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) '074/072 / / /:
% REL. HUMIDITY % :
WIND DIR/VELOC. SW/OI / / / :
ROOT/LEAF MOIST. OPT/DRY / / / :
INCORP. EQUIP. :
INCORP. DEPTH in :
SPRAYER TYPE S&N SHIELD :
SPRAYER GPA/PSI :020.0/030 / / /:
NOZZLE TYPE :OFFCENTER03: I I :
RAIN / IRRIG. in:------------------------------------------------------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: / : / : / : / : /
4-7 days/2nd wk: / : / : / : / : /












:DEN-:APPLIC. I:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:=======~~::==~==========~=====================================================
.f< ••• ;flo ••.•• 1 II to- j, ••
I
ZEAMX:COf<N
CROP "' •• ·*I .•.• •.·'· .•..•.•.·,lt· ...• , "''''''''''''''.''''.*1''''''_ •• '''''''''''1''' •• '''''''**.*1** •• ,.,.•.••••• \I I I I I I j
: :026/ : / : / : / : /
PE So T '" III •.. III: .f< I .•• '" .•• A 1 I< •• III It .••.••••.•• It I II: .••••.••• ,II .•• It '" 1 lit •••• "" '" I< ••••• " I ••.•• ,. .•••••• "",. Ie I lit •• '" "" ••••• lit lit 1
S 0 R H A J 0 H N ~;a N (; r~ASS :OI8/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
PAGE 1
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PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MPDIRCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN POST DIRECTED HERBICIDES
========================~===========~============~===========================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
JOHNSONGRASS WAS FROM SEEDLING TO 18 INCHES TALL. CORN WAS FROM 24
TO 28 INCHES TALL.
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%SORHA=PERCENT CONTROL OF
JOHNSONGRASS USING A POST-
DIRECTED SPRAYER.
2.%ZEAMX=PERCENT CORN INJURY.
3.Y/BU/AC=CORN YIELD IN BUSHELS
PER ACRE WITH THE MOISTURE
CORRECTED TO 15.5%. MOISTURE
AT HARVEST WAS 18.8%.
JOHNSONGRASS OFTEN ESCAPES PRE EMERGENCE CONTROL IN NO-TILL CORN.
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO EVALUATE SEVERAL OPTIONS
FOR CONTROL AND TO DETERMINE IF THERE WAS ANY INCREASE IN YIELD
AS A RESULT OF IMPROVED CONTROL. THERE WAS SOME INJURY TO CORN WHERE
ROUNDUP WAS POST-DIRECTED, BUT THIS DID NOT AFFECT YIELD. IMPROVED
CONTROL OF JOHNSONGRASS WAS NOT REFLECTED IN IMPROVED YIELD.
=============================================================================




PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MPDIRCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/APRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN POST DIRECTED HERBICIDES
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY





ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: 04/16/86
COMPLETED: 09/13/86
::::::::=::: === ==::::::::;::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::: ===:: == ====:: ==:: == ==:: == ====================:::::: ::;;::::::::: ::::::::::
PESTIC IDE APPLI -: %SORHA : UEAMX : YIELD :
TRT. -------- ------------ CATION: CONTROL: INJURY : BU/ACRE:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBai/A TYPE:J224/86:J224/86:J255/86:
:::::::: == ==:::::::::::::::::::: ==::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. =::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::: ====:::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::: ============ ::::= ====:::::: ===::::::::::
01 POAST Ee 1.5 .28 PODIR 52 81.0
AGR1DEX EC 4 1 PODIR
02 POAST EC 1.5 .28 PODIR 65 76.1
PROWL EC 4 1 PODIR
AGRIDEX FC 4 1 POOIR
03 FUSILADE EC 1 0.188 PODIR 91 82.7
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
04 FUSILADE EC 1 0.188 PODIR 85 95.6
PROWL EC 4 1 PODIR
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
05 ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PODIR 68 33 94.1
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
06 ROUNDUP SC 4 PODIR 96 33 91. 9
PROWL EC 4 1 PODIR
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
07 PARAQUAT SC 2 0.38 PODIR 77 97.3
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
08 PARAQUAT SC 2 0.38 PODIR 82 90.0
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
PROWL EC 4 1 POST
09 PARAQUAT SC 2 0.38 POOIR 55 88.4
PROWL EC 4 1 PODIR
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PODIR
10 WEEDY CX 60 0 106.8
PAGE 3
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"R ().). N U M . :
: Ii. rNA M I. ~1I.' :; ~I I. I f~ ()
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNIT~;: U)di/,~
PR[NTED: 10120/86
E X PST A T ION
HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR NO-TILL CORN
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COO PER A r 1l1( : .J Il H N Ill( A D l. E Y
TOTAL REPS : 4











PREVIOUS TILL: NO TILLAGE
FERTILITY: 150-80-80
MISC. 1: FURADAN 15G AT 1.0
MISC. 2: SOIL TEST 0-40-140
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.Ox 30.0 SOIL pH :6.8
SOIL TEXTURE: GRENADA SIL SOIL OM%: 01.1
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB






HARVEST DATE : 09/12/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3184
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT MID: WET LATE: DRY
==========================~===============================~==================
APPLICATION INFO' APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLle. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :
================ ===================~:~==========================-============
APPLI CA TI ON DA IE 04/16/86 / / / / / / / /JULIAN DATE/YEAR J106/86 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00
GEN. APPLIC TYPE PRE
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) 05210'i8 / / / /
% REL. HUMIDITY i
WIND DIR/VELOC. NW/03 / / / /ROOT/LEAF MOIST. WET/DRY / / / /INCORP. EQUIP.
INCORP. DEPTH in
SPRAYER TYPE C02BACKflACK:
SPRAYER GPA/PSI 18.0/032 / / / /NOZZLE TYPE FLATFAN8002 :
RAIN / IRRIG. 1 n --------._--_._---------- -----------------_._----_._-----------




:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/~>TG.:
=============================================================================
'" lII: •••••• I • >I( ••••
I
ZEAMA:CORN
CROP .•• lII: •• ". I It. "" .••• • I'" '" ••• ill •••••••• "" I •••• "" •. .II. • ;ll; •• ,., 1 JIl: ••• '" ••••• '" .oil; ••• I III ••• '" ••• * ."'"* :til "" , •• * ""'" -"I: '" '" '" '" II I I I I I I
:1.3F: / : / : / : / : /




































































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR NO-TILL CORN
=~=======~==~=========~==~=~====~==================~=========================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
S[5676 CONTAINED THE EXTENDER. WEEDS PRESENT AT APPLICATION CONSISTED
MAINLY OF WHEAT, CHEAT, COMMON LAMBSQUARTERS, AND A FEW SCATTERED
WINTER ANNUALS SUCH AS CHICKWEED AND HENBIT.
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.BURNDN=BURNDOWN
2.Y/BU/AC=CORN YIELD IN BUSHELS
PER ACRE WITH THE MOISTURE
CORRECTED TO 15.5%. MOISTURE
AT HARVEST WAS 17%.
=============================================================================






W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR NO-TILL CORN
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES






ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: 04/16/86
COMPLETED: 09/13/86
:::. =::::::: = -::::::: =:::: = =:::: ===:::::::::::: =;::: = = = = =:: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::.:::.:.:. ===:. == === =====:.:.:. == =====:.:.:.:. == ============== ==== ==:.:. =====
PESTICIDE APPLI -: \BURNDN: Y/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION: VISUAL :HARVEST:
NO. NAME fORHU. LBai/A TYPE:J125/86:J255/86:
==:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::. ===== == == === ==:.:.:.:. === ===:.:.:::::.:. ==:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:. ::: ==:.:::.:.:.:.:.:. =::::::: == ::=:=== ===:.:::.:: = ======:::. ======== ========= :=:::== ===:.:.::
01 DUAL EC 8 2.0 PRE
IGNITE EC 1.67 0.89 PRE
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
02 DUAL EC 8 2.5 PRE
IGNITE EC 1.67 1.11 PRE
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
03 BICEP EC 6.0 3.6 PRE
IGNITE EC 1.67 0.89 PRE
04 BICEP EC 6.0 4.5 PRE
IGNITE EC 1.67 1.11 PRE
05 BICEP EC 6.0 2.7 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25% PRE
06 EXTRAZIN EC 4.0 4.0 PRE
2,4-DLVE EC 4.0 0.5 PRE
COC EC 4.0 1.0 PRE
07 EXTRAZIN EC 4.0 4.0 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 \A 100\ 0.5\ PRE
08 SC5676 EC 7.0 1.5 PRE
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ PRE
09 SC5676 EC 7.0 2.0 PRE
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 lA 100\ 0.25% PRE
10 DUAL EC 8.0 1.5 PRE
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE


















E X PST A T ION
APPL: PRE =.)106/86
HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR NO-TILL CORN
:::::::::::::: ===:::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =:== === ===:::::::::::::: ==:::::::::: ==:::::::: ==== === =======:= ===:::::::: ==::;:::::::
PEST IC IDE APPLI -: lBURNDN: Y/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION:VISUAL :HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBai/A TYPE:J125/86:J255/86:
:::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: === ==:::::::: ==:::::::: =====:::: =======:::::: ==:::::::: ==::::
11 LASSO EC ~.O 2.0 PRE 86 93.6
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 %A 100% o.m PRE
12 PROWL EC 4.0 1.0 PRE 79 88.2
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 lA 100l o.m PRE
13 BRONCO EC 4.0 3.0 PRE 95 87.0
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 M 100\ o.m PRE
14 SAN 582 EC 8.0 1.5 PRE 87 89.3
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 lA 100% 0.25% PRE
15 SC0051 EC 3.0 1.0 PRE 90 85.3
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% PRE
16 SCOO74 WP 75% 0.75 PRE
AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 %A 100% o.m PRE
17 SC0735 WP 75% 1. 0 PRE
PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 \A 100% 0.25% PRE
18 PARAQUAT EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
X-77 %A 100\ 0.25% PRE
19 AATREX EC 4.0 1.5 PRE















HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR NO-TILL CORN
APPL: PRE
::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: == ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:: ===:::::::::::::: ==:::: ==:: == ==:::::::::::::::: ======= ===:: === ==:::: ==::::::::::::::::::
PESTICIDE APPLI-: %BURNDN:Y/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION:VISUAL :HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORHU. LBai/A TYPE:J125/86:J255/86:
==:::::::::: ==:::::: '::::::::::::::: ==:: =::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::: ===:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: == ==:: ======:::::::::::: ::::::: == ==:: ===:::: ::::::: ==::======:::::::: =:== ==::::::
LSD(0.05) :
STANDARD DEVIATION:









~KOJ. NUM.: N-41 INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MNXJGCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
NITROGEN BY JOHNSONGRASS-NO-TILL CORN
RESEARCH BY: R. M. HAYES
COOPERATOR: D.D. HOWARD
TOTAL REPS : 4












FERTILITY: 0-80-80 AT PLANT
MISC. 1: NITROGEN ACCORDING
MISC. 2:
PLOT ~IZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.8
SOIL TEXTURE: GRENADA SIL SOIL OM%: 0:.:
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 09/12/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3184
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT MID: WET LATE: DRY
=============================================================================












SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/
NOZZLE TYPE: I
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------------------
0-24 hr/I-3 days: / : /
4-7 days/2nd wk / : /







































:DEN-:APPLIC. 1:APPLIC. Z:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. S:
:SITV:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:==========:=:=================================================================
_ ••••• ' •• Io;!Il
I
ZEAMX: CORN
CROP ""•• "'''1 •••• ,'' ••••• '''''''_1''''''''**·***'··*******''''··.*****1***** •••• 1t I I I I I
: : / : / : / : / : /
















































r fW.J. NUM .: N·- 4 1 I tJ I r r~ I ~1 f) A I A
FILE NAME: MNXJGCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
lJ N [ r~): L Po ,1 i / A
PRl'~Tr[l: 01/16/87
E X PST A T ION
NITROGEN BY JOHNSONGRASS-NO-TILL CORN
:: .:: :: .:: ~7 .= := ::: :: :.: :=:: ::= :.: :-: :: :.: :.: :: :: :: ~: :: ~ ;: :: :: ::: :: .:: ~: :. :; '':- :. -:;' .:":: •• :::~::::::: 7: -; "'; :7 :: :-.: :: :: :: :.:: ."::.:: :.: :: ::: :; :.: ':: :.:::-: :: :: :.: ::: ;: :: .:: == = = .::
U: PrR I ~1un UHlMl N f S
.KEY TO DATA HEAO~RS.
1 • S () f~ H A f). VI • / A C :. f) f~ '{ WF I (, H 1 () I'
JOHNSONGRASS PER ACRF
2 • % M() l :'j TeA l. C • :: MOl S r l) r~ f: () f·
THE CORN AT HARVEST.
3.Y/BU/AC=CORN YlEl.O IN HlJSHCl.S
PER ACRE WITH A tWrSTLJRf or
15. tj:'); •
OUR 0 B J En rV E WAS T 0 [) r. ., r:RM J ~Jf' J F N II R () G r N feR 1 r L I I A T JON A I
P l. ANT I N (J GA V E J ()H N S () N (j f~1\:) S A CfH11' I' I ( , [ V f: A f.l V MH A b I: ()V L R C () f~N WH F N
COM PAR EDT 0 () E l. A YIN GAP P I.J C I'll' 1 0 N. MH~()N I U M N J T R I'd F (A N) t\ N f) A N H Y [l R [) U ~;
MH1 0 N [A (A A) VI r:: R E CH 0 SEN 13erA lJ S I.: () f- I If r:l f< C () M ~10 N lJS E •
CORN YIEl.OS WERE UllMER WI r H AA t:O~~PARED ro AN. THE HHiHFST cor~N
Y I E L D WAS IIII T HAN A P P L ( FDA I I' L M! r ( N C. TIl r: (; In A '1 EST .J () H N ~ () N (; lUIS S
DRY WF. J GH TWA S WIT H A A f\ P P I. 1 E II A I P l. ANT I N G. ~'l():; 1 0 F T H F FAR L 'I'
Ul r: f~GENe E 0 F ,J 0 H N S () N (; f~A <) S r N III I~) r In 1\ I ~11 N 1 () C Cl.lI< In D A LON G T H F :~l. 0 r
WHER E TIl E A A WAS r N J E C TE f). T H l' l~ f" INA:; A n f I" I I~ J r F T IH N [) T 0 ~I A fW IF:; S
.J 0 H N SON G f~ASS WHER E N ( T r~0 G f. N 1\ P PI, I L A r rON 5 Wf:: IH 0 U. i\ 'n 0 •
:: :: :: = = = = :: :: :: :-.:= = :: = = ::::: :': :.::: = :: :: :.: "= :: .:: ::: 7.: = :-::::.:.::w: _~ ~~ _.:. :-: .~: :0, ::~ ':':: _: :: :':' =:: :~ :.: :~ :-.: :: := ::: ';::: :: :: :: ~ ::. ~". :: :: :.: :..:::: :. :..: :: :.: == :: = :: = :" :.:
APPROVED BY: Sl.Il1MlTlFD BY:
DA TE: (l AlE:
38
PROJ. NUM.: N-41 INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MNXJGCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LElai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION















PESTICIDE APPLI-:SORHA :\MOIST :V/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION: D. ~ .lAC: CALC. : HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBai/A TVPE:J224/86:J255/86:J255/86:
====================================================================================================================================
01 AN DF 34\ 150 PRE 3144.1 16.7 78.7
02 AN DF 34\ 150 4~AP 2838.4 17.9 70.1
03 AA FL 82\ 150 PRE 5633.3 17.1 53.8
04 AA FL 82l 150 4WAP 4225.0 18.7 64.3
LSD(0.05) = 2315.1 2.1 12.2
STANDARDDEVIATION = 1447.4 1.3 7.6




Rt. 9, Box 363
Crossville, TN 38555






Date April l'1ay June July August September
----------~-~------_._--
0 0 0 0 .56 .66
2 0 0 .16 .142 0 .33
3 0 0 0 1. 08 0 .47
4 0 0 .1j2 0 0 1.66
5 a 0 .09 0 0 .20
6 .05 0 0 0 0 0
7 .28 0 .03 0 .02 0
8 .41 0 .14 .13 .01 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 .72 .06 0 0
11 a 0 .02 1.09 .68 0
12 0 a .08 .06 0 .34
13 0 .06 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 .13 . 01 0
15 .08 0 0 a 0 0
16 0 a 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 a .34 a
18 a a a 0 0 0
19 0 .05 a a .02 0
20 .06 .38 0 0 0 .70
21 .48 a 0 .08 a .07
22 .22 0 0 0 .42 0
23 0 .79 0 0 0 0
24 0 • 1 1 0 0 0 a
25 0 .38 0 0 0 0
26 0 .04 0 0 0 .48
27 0 1.52 0 0 .38 0
28 0 2.93 0 0 .63 .03
29 .24 .10 .20 0 0 0
30 a 0 .01 a 0 0
31 0 0 .03








April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
78 51 82 51 81 58 87 66 83 61 62 57
2 76 51 72 41i 82 60 84 67 84 62 65 62
3 76 50 65 36 81 59 79 57 84 60 71 64
4 78 55 61 36 79 60 78 54 83 59 75 64
5 77 56 73 40 72 61 82 64 82 57 78 63
6 77 56 79 59 79 62 84 64 87 61 77 55
7 74 54 80 58 81 62 85 64 88 62 77 51
8 76 55 84 55 82 68 88 65 85 62 79 53
9 69 38 83 53 85 67 89 68 87 63 71 51
10 50 32 84 52 85 65 87 68 84 64 78 54
11 58 35 80 56 80 66 83 63 89 65 73 65
12 65 40 76 55 82 66 84 66 81 59 72 62
13 70 45 71 59 79 5-3 84 68 82 61 74 51
14 74 49 80 59 77 56 85 65 84 62 79 52
15 72 40 80 60 82 61 87 65 85 65 80 55
16 60 33 76 60 81 57 84 65 87 64 77 60
17 44 35 80 60 84 59 86 65 84 64 79 59
18 46 35 82 65 83 52 90 66 80 66 76 59
19 71 45 70 59 79 55 92 68 82 63 68 61
20 75 52 66 50 85 61 92 67 84 60 75 60
21 60 43 63 39 87 65 93 64 83 62 83 62
22 53 32 63 39 89 61 89 66 80 65 83 60
23 49 24 70 47 89 62 89 67 85 64 81 60
24 59 32 70 53 89 66 90 68 85 66 82 65
25 74 50 78 58 85 58 92 67 83 54 83 61
26 80 52 72 58 83 55 90 70 86 65 83 62
27 84 5'7 69 61 86 55 92 66 83 67 34 62
28 85 54 72 62 90 6}~ 90 65 85 56 84 62
29 69 43 71 62 (38 69 91 67 67 42 83 64
30 74 48 81 59 83 65 91 62 71 44 84 65
31 82 60 91 59 71 52
42
12-02-1986 Th_ Uni __ r_ity ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn _
EVALUATION OF METOLACHLOR FORMULATIONS IN CORN
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-2 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
Experimental Management
Date Planted 4-30-86 Variety PIONEER 3320 Row Wldth 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS-30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK,ROTERRA,POWER-DRIVEN TILLER.
Slte Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture SILT LOAM
Soil Series TILSIT I. OM 1.6 pH 6.0
Application Information





























Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type I1PH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Carrier PSI
1. CO2 BACKP{,CK .,. FLAT FAI'l 800:2 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41...;.
Comments
CRINJ=CROP INJURY; AMACH=SMOOTH PIGWEED; IPOLA=PITTED MORNINGGLORY. RAINFALL
WAS NOT RECEIVED FOR THE FIRST 3 WEEKS AFTER PLANTING. LACK OF RAINFALL AND
MILD TEMPERATURES ELIMINATED THE PROBABILITY OF CROP INJURY. ANNUAL GRASS




Th_ Un:l.__ •...•.:I.'ty C)~ T_nn _____
EVALUATION OF METOLACHLOR FORMULATIONS IN CORN
Conducted .t CROSSVILLE, TN by S.N.RHODES,JR.
Project IN-692-B6-P-2 .ith cooperitor PLATEAU ElPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GRON. CRINJ A"ACH IPOLA A"ACH IPOLA AMCH IPOLA
NU". NA"E FOR" hilA STAGE 6-6-96 6-6-86 6-6-96 7-22-B6 7-22-96 8-19-86 B-18-96
:=======:<I::a&===_::II:a==··&==_:II::::'=========_==II:====:u:==_===a:=====*==aa::a:==a:====a==zaz;====az ••• ==.a:a===caz==_==:aCZ:==II:===a::=azz_=a
01 DUAL B.OE 1.5 PRE 0 98.8 88.8 99.3 94.0 100.0 78.8
01 ATRAliNE 4.OL 1.5 PRE
02 DUAL 8.OE 3.0 PRE 100.0 BU 100.0 90.0 100.0 B6.302 ATRAlINE 4.OL 1.5 PRE
03 CGIB0937 7.BE 1.5 PRE 99.5 91.3 100.0 BB.3 100.0 71.303 ATRAlINE 4.OL 1.5 PRE
04 CGIB0937 7.9E 3.0 PRE 100.0 91.3 100.0 B2.0 100.0 76.304 ATRAliNE 4.OL 1.5 PRE
05 LASSO "T 4.OL 2.0 PRE 0 100.0 90.0 100.0 BI.8 100.0 77.5
05 ATRAllNE 4.0l 1.5 PRE
06 LASSO "T 4.Ol 4.0 PRE 100.0 93.3 100.0 93.3 100.0 91.306 ATRAliNE 4.01. 1.5 PRE
07 B[CEP 6.0l 3.6 PRE 99.5 92.0 9B.B 96.3 98.8 B5.0
08 B[CEP 6.OL 7.2 PRE 0 100.0 98.3 [00.1 99.3 100.0 81.3
09 BICEP-D 6.0E 3.6 PRE 98.9 92.5 99.3 68.3 100.0 55.0
10 BICEP-D 6.0E 7.2 PRE 0 100.0 97.0 100.0 92.0 100.0 89,3
11 DUAL S 0.25G 2.5 PRE 100.0 89.8 100.0 87.5 100.0 B5.011 ATRAliNE 4.OL 1.5 PRE
12 DUALG 0.25S 5.0 PRE 99.5 92.5 100.0 85.0 100.0 Bl.312 ATRAlINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
13 DUAL G-D 0.258 2.5 PRE 0 100.0 93.8 100.0 86,3 100.0 7B.B13 ATRAl[NE 4.0L 1.5 PRE
14 DUALG-D 0.25G 5.0 PRE 100.0 93.3 100.0 B7.B 100.0 eS.B
14 ATRAlINE 4.OL 1.5 PRE
15 HRAlINE 4.0L 1.5 PRE 98.8 86.3 100.0 Bl.8 100.0 75.0
16 NEEDFREE 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
17 NEEDY 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
lEAST S[GN[FlCANT D1FF. 1.051- 1.396 5.863 1.242 1l.36 • B663 16.90STANDARDDEVIATION .9769 4.103 .8695 7.955 .6062 11.82com. OF VARIA8[LITY 1.041 4.753 .9260 9.777 .6446 15.45
44
12-02-1986 Th_ Uni __ r_ity ~T EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn __ 115 __
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N. RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-6 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
Experlmental Management
D~te Planted 4-30-86 Variety PIONEER 3320 Row Width 36 IN
Deslgn RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISk,ROTERRA,POWER-DRIVEN TILLER.
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture SfLT LOAM
Soil Series TILSIT
Site Description












Soi 1 Ti 1th
Crop Stage
















































Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Heiqht Spacing ~hdth GPA Carrier PSI
l. CO2 BACKPACk 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.::FT 20 l.JATER 41
2. CO2 BACkPACK ". FLAT FAN 8(i\)~ 19 19 6.3FT 20 ~JATER 41~ CO2 BACkPACI< .,. FLAT FAN 800:2 19 19 6.3FT ~O l'JATER 41-' . '-'
Comments
CRINJ=CROP INJURY; CYPES=YELLOW NUTSEDGE; AMACH-SMOOTH PIGWEED; DIGSA=LARGE
CRABGRASS. RAINFALL WAS NOT RECEIVED FOR THE FIRST 3 WEEKS AFTER PLANTING.
CROP EMERGENCE WAS SLOW AND EXTREMELY UNEVEN,MAKING CROP INJURY EVALUATIONS
DIFFICULT TO CONDUCT. YELLOW NUTSEDGE PRESSURE WAS VIRTUALLY OVERWHELMING.
45
11-26-1986
Th_ Uni __ ~_i~y ~T T_nn _
P06TEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-6 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ CYPES AMACH DIGSA
NUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 6-19-86 6-19-86 6-19-86 6-19-86
SUMMARY
01 Se-0051 3.0E 0.25 POT1
01 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
02 SC-0051 3.0E 0.50 POTl
02 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
03 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0 POll
03 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
04 Se-0051 3.0E 0.25
04 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50
04 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
05 SC-OOSl 3.0E 0.25
05 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
05 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
06 Se-0051 3.0E 0.50
06 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50
06 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
07 SC-0051 3.0E 0.50
07 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
07 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
08 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0
08 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50
08 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
09 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0
09 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1~0
09 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
10 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50
10 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
11 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0
11 TWEEN-20 P 0.25
12 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5
12 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5
12 C. o. C. Pl. 25
13 TANDEM 4.0E 0.75
13 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5



















































































TM_ Un~ __ r_~ty ~T T_nn _
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-6 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRY. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ CYPES Ar-1ACH DIGSANUM. NAME FORM tlai/A STAGE 6-19-86 6-19-86 6-19-86 6-19-86========a==_~~*=====_=~====_~=====a~=;=~=_==========_===========;======== __=a=a=14 ATRAZWE 0.901.-J1.5 POT1 ~ eo ~~ eo 97.0 67.5.L.-.J ..,)1 • ...J14 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT1
19 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0.0 55.0 100.0 100.019 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 PRE
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 8.224 12.52 1.659 10.62STANDARD DEVIATION 5.815 8.858 1.173 7.516COEFF. OF VARIABILITY 95.92 18.67 1.589 12.48
47
12-01-1986 SUI1MARY
Th_ Un:l __ •...15:lty c:a-f= TePnn _____
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
CondLlcted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-6 ~Jith cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CYPES At1ACH DIGSA
NUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86=====~====~==___=a=3~==~Q~az========m===~~=~======~====:=====~=~~==~==_===~===£C
01 SC-0051 3.0E 0.25 pon 30.0 100.0 68.8
01 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
02 SC-0051 3.0E 0.50 POT1 50.0 100.0 78.8
02 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
03 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0 POT1 62.5 1(H). 0 78.8
03 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POTl
04 SC-0051 3.0E 0.25 POT1 58.8 100.0 81.3
04 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50 POT1
04 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POTl
05 SC-0051 3.0E 0.25 POTl 72.5 100.0 87.5
05 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0 POT1
05 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POTl
06 SC-0051 3.0E 0.50 POT1 75.0 100.0 86.3
06 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50 POT1
06 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
07 SC-0051 3.0E 0.50 POT1 83.8 100.0 91.3
07 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0 pon
07 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
08 SC-0051 3.0E 1.0 POT1 91.3 100.0 91.8
08 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50 POT1
08 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
09 BC-0051 3.0E 1.0 POTl 9~.5 100.0 93.8
09 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0 POT1
09 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
10 ATRAZINE 0.90W 0.50 POT1 20.0 100.0 >-j~ t::"":':'''::''.J
10 TWEEN-20 P 0.25 POT1
11 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0 POT1 .•.•. ,..., c.- 100. \) :',8. Ei_,..:,.. oJ
11 TWEEN-20 P 0.:25 POTl
12 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5 POT1 57.5 100.0 78.8
1:CATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 POTl
12 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT1
13 TANDEM 4.0E 0.75 POT1 51.3 100.0 61.3
13 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 POT1
13 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT1
48
12-01-1986 SUMMARY
Th_ Un~ __ r_ity ~T T_nn _
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
CondLlcted CIt CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.Project TN-692-86-P-6 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CYPES AMACH DIGSANUN. NAME FORM tlCli/ASTAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86=2===~===~~=a=_=~===_c=======_==========~==c==========C~=~=========~=E_===~==&==14 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 POTl 50.0 100.0 25. (J14 C.O.C. P 1.25 POTl
15 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5 POT2 40.0 1(It). 0 32.515 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 POT2
15 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT2
16 TANDEM 4.0E 0.75 POT2 30.0 100.0 40.016 ATRAZINE O.90W 1.5 POT2
16 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT2
17 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 POT2 37.5 100.0 28.817 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT2
18 TANDEM 4.0E 0.5 POT2 71.3 100.0 72.518 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 POT2
18 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT2
18 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.0 POT3
18 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT3
19 LASSO MT 4.0L 2.0 PRE 42.5 100.0 70.019 ATRAZINE 0.90W 1.5 PRE
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 16.39 (l 24.70STANDARD DEVIATION 11.59 0 17.46COEFF. OF VARIABILITY 22-.11 (l 28.44
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12-02-1986
Th_ Uni __ ~_ity ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn _
MANAGEMENT OF BROADLEAF WEEDS IN GRAIN SORGHUM
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.






Row Width 36 IN
No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
and Plot Maintenance DISK,ROTERRA,POWER-DRIVEN TILLER,
Site Descr1ption
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture SILT LOAM
Soil Series TILSIT I. m1 1.6 pH 6.0
Application Information
1 2 3 4 5 6
Date Treated 6-18-86 6-19-86 7-11-86Time Treated PM PM AMCloud Cover CLEAR CLEAR 501.Air Temperature 70 83 79Relative Humidity 641. 561. 801.Wind Speed/Direction 1MPH-N 1MPH-N 3MPH-SSoil TemperatLlre 78 92 86Soil/Le&\f Surface Moisture DRY DRY WETSoil Subsurface Moisture MOIST MOIST MOISTSoil Tilth FINE FINE N/ACrop Stage PPI PRE 4-5 INPest Name, Stage 8, Density
AMACH 3/FT PRE PRE POTCYPES 4/FT PRE PRE POT
Application Equlpment
Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozz 1e BoomType t1PH Type Si ze Helght Spacing Width GPA Carrier FSI
1. CO2 BACf<PACK ..,. FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41-'..., CO2 BACKPACK ..,. FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41
.4. -'~. CO2 BACKF'AC~~ 3 FLAT FAhl 8002 19 19 o.3FT 20 WATER 41
Comments
AMACH-SMOOTH PIGWEED; CYPES=YELLOW NUTSEDGE. TEST WAS HARVESTED ON 11-3-86.
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12-02-1986 SU"MRY
Th_ Un1. __ ••...•1.1:.y c::»-F T_nn_~~ __
MANAGEMENT OF BROADLEAF WEEDS IN GRAIN SORGHUM
Conductfd .t CROSSVILLE, TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Proj"t TN-692-86-P-4 wIth coopfr.tor PLATEAU EIPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GRON. CRINJ A"ACH CYPES A"IoCH CYPES A"ACH CYPES YIELD
NU". NA"E FOR" hi fA STA6E 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-1B-B6 8-18-B6 BUfA
===:::::;;::all:::a:I:IC.••.• t:::a=a:z •• %:a=:& ••• :z •• IIt:•• ::t:•• l:l:a:::::::1I:ZI:&:I:&==:II:I:II:.&&II:: •• &I::==II::I:•• "==&:II:C::==:I===:':: ••• :==&.K •.a.:.c ••• aa:c ••••••
02 RH0885 I.5E 0.5 PPI 0 87.5 71.3 73.8 51.3 7B.8 ~O.O 65.30
02 RE-40885 I. 5E 0.5 PRE 63.8 27.5 60.0 5.0 45.0 0.0 61.20
03 DUAl. 8.0 1.5 PRE 0 84.3 72.5 89.5 77.5 92.0 71.3 79.25
03 ATRAZINE 4.OL 1.0 PRE
04 LASSO "T 4.Ol 2.0 PRE 98.8 61.3 95.0 62.5 97.5 55.0 81.90
04 ATRAlINE 4.Ol 1.0 PRE
05 ATRAZINE 4.Ol 1.0 PRE 98.0 46.3 93.8 52.5 95.0 32.5 68.78
06 BUCTRll ME 0.25 POT 88.8 17.5 91.3 0.0 88.3 0.0 70.88
07 8UCTRIl ME 0.38 POT 100.0 41.3 96,3 38.8 96.3 28.8 77.18
08 BUmATR 3.0l .568 POT 98.3 57.5 93.3 61.3 96.3 50.0 7U8
09 BUCT\ATR 3.Ol 0.75 POT 99.3 41.5 98.0 38.8 9B.5 37.5 83.50
10 BUmATR 3.0l 1.13 POT 100.0 70.0 95.0 L7.5 98.8 62.5 70.15
11 BANYEl 4.Ol 0.25 POT 0 76.3 21.3 86.3 0.0 93.8 7.5 67.78
12 BANYEl 4.Ol .125 POT 0 100.0 67.5 100.0 68.8 100.0 65.0 73.58
12 ATRAZINE 4.Ol 1.25 POT
12 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
13 BANYEl 4.Ol 0.25 POT 98.8 57.5 97.5 46,3 100.0 52.5 77.05
13 ATRAZINE 4.OL 1.25 POT
14 "ARKS"AN 3.2l O.B POT 0 98.8 SO.O 97.5 27.5 100.0 26.3 76.08
IS BASA6RAN 4.OL 0.5 POT 98.8 88.3 97.0 83.8 97.3 80.0 82.40
15 ATRAIINE 4.Ol 0.5 POT
IS C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
16 BASA6RAN 4.OL 0.25 POT 99.3 82.5 94.5 71.3 97.5 78.8 81. 83
16 ATRAlINE 4.OL 0.5 POT
16 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
17 BASA6RAN 4.OL 0.75 POT 0 90.0 81.3 i2.5 76.3 80.0 63.B 69.20
17 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
18 BAS-514 0.50N 0.5 POT 0 42.5 0.0 55.0 0.0 46.3 0.0 49.80
18 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
51
12-02-1986
Th_ UM~ __ ~~ity ~~ T_MM_~ _
MANAGEMENT OF BROAD LEAF WEEDS IN GRAIN SORGHUM
Conducted it CROSSvILLE,TN by G.N.RHOOES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-4 .ith cooperilor PLATEAUElf'T STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GRON. CRINJ AHACH CYPES .HACH CYPES AHACH CYPES vtELD
NUH. NAHE FOR" hi IA STAGE7-22-86 7-22-96 7-22-96 9-5-86 8-5-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 BU/A
:==SC:=:: ••• I: •• aa::s:_:::=Z:I::::=a.c==c:=z:z====c: •• cz::====:====:====z:a::.c==za==z==a==:===:IU:::=====:============"1:==:==_=== •• &:_== •• 1:
19 BAS-514 0.50N 1.0 POT 0 45.0 12.5 60.0 0.0 61.3 0.0 50.70
19 C.O.C. P 1.25 POT
20 NEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.35
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.051' 15.59 19.61 18.16 25.09 IU3 30.09 IB.60
5TANOARDDEVIAT!ON 11.01 13.16 12.8~ 17.74 10.06 21. 2B 13.15
COEFF. OF VARIA81L1TY 13.21 27.0~ 15.60 42.81 12.11 57.42 19.74
52
IJEST n~NtJESSt:f~ EXPEHI>IENT STATION
605 Airways Blvd
Jackson, TN 38301
Superintendent - Dr. James F. Brown
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RAINFALf,
West Tennessee Experiment Station
Jackson, TN 1986
-----------_._------------~----_._-_._--
Date April May June July August September
------------------------_ .
0 • 76 1. 35 0 0 0
2 0 0 0') 0 0 0• L
3 0 0 .03 0 0 0
4 1 .50 0 .90 0 0 0
5 .05 0 .70 0 0 0
6 .05 0 .31 0 .12 0
7 1 .20 0 .50 .05 0 0
8 1.20 0 .72 0 .26 0
9 0 0 1.00 .30 1.00 0
10 0 .59 .13 0 0 0
11 0 0 .01 0 0 .12
12 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 .10 0 0 .60 0 0
14 .01 0 0 1.70 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 .36 0
17 0 3r- 0 0 0 .63• :J
18 0 .16 0 0 0 1. 45
19 .42 0 0 0 0 0
20 .27 0 0 0 0 .23
21 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 .77 0 0 0 0
23 0 .02 0 0 0 0
24 0 .55 0 0 0 0
25 0 .20 0 0 0 0
26 0 .08 0 .74 0 0
27 .08 .09 0 0 0 0
28 0 0 .2t\ 0 0 0
29 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 .05 0 0 0 0 0
31 0 0 0
Total 4.93 3.57 5.95 3.39 1 .71j 2.43
54
TEMPERATURE
West Tennessee Experiment Station
Jackson, TN 1986
April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
85 50 87 65 88 66 91 75 100 74 81 62
2 80 56 72 47 85 67 91 72 90 69 76 62
3 80 60 68 48 84 69 84 67 85 63 86 66
4 85 60 67 40 84 70 88 60 85 62 89 72
5 83 59 76 53 71~ 67 89 62 87 50 88 69
6 76 57 83 62 79 70 92 71 911 62 79 54
7 81 61 83 64 81 72 94 73 86 6LI 88 59I
8 78 60 86 65 84 72 91 73 93 68 82 54
9 69 42 88 66 88 71 94 76 80 69 80 55
10 60 30 89 65 80 71 92 76 90 69 89 64
11 64 39 84 65 86 71 92 76 87 69 88 73
12 73 48 73 63 85 67 92 74 84 60 90 58
13 78 51 80 61 84 62 90 69 84 62 81 52
14 81 60 81 60 84 67 93 69 88 67 83 51
15 71 36 86 70 83 64 91 69 92 68 87 62
16 59 36 77 62 88 66 92 71 90 73 88 68
17 52 33 85 65 90 69 93 73 88 74 90 66
18 64 45 81 61 90 61 94 75 85 68 91 70
19 75 53 68 56 85 60 95 74 88 67 85 66
20 79 57 69 50 90 66 97 74 89 55 84 69
21 65 47 69 45 93 67 97 74 87 69 90 69
22 61 40 73 53 94 69 89 68 89 70 89 69
23 55 32 68 55 95 72 90 68 90 71 86 69
24 67 43 75 63 91~ 71 93 70 92 69 89 70
25 81 53 81 64 91 69 94 72 90 71 90 73
26 86 54 80 66 89 67 96 76 92 71 90 72
27 85 52 72 59 93 73 97 69 94 71 90 69
28 89 62 81 65 92 72 91 75 91 61 92 69
29 74 46 80 65 86 70 96 76 73 50 94 70
30 85 54 86 63 92 75 95 74 78 58 92 72
31 86 69 98 '(2 '19 61
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PRO.). NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: WPRECR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: lBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYE~i
COOPEf<ATOR :
OTAl REPS : 4













MISC. 1: FURADAN 15G AT 10
MISC. 2: 100-0-0 ON 14 MAY
PLOT SIZE(LxW): lO.Ox 30.0 SOIl. pH :6.2
SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OM~: OJ.O
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCe
LB/A (1.5 LB AI/A NUMBER OF REPS: 4





CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3147
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT MID: WET l.ATE: DRY
=============================================================================











SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032 18.0/ /
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFANH002: I I
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------------------------------------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: /00.7: / : / : /
4-7 days/2nd wk /00.1: / : / : /































:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. '1:APPLIC. 5:
:S [TY :~ITin / S TG . :H Tin / S TG • :H Tin / S TG . :H Tin / S TG . :H Tin / ST G . :
=============================================================================
••••• ' •• lIlI*
I
ZEAMA:CORN
CROP lIl.**JllI"'.*.I***.il: •• **I •• *******I ••.• "' •.•. *IIt.t· •..•. *** ••• I* .•.• "'.****1
'I I I I I I
: : / : / : / : / : / :





















































p~OJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
C IL.r: NAME: ~!flf~ECR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION
=====;======~===~===~:==~=:.=~=~:==============================================
EXflERIMENT COMMENTS







PER ACRE WITH A MOISTURE
OF 15.5% AND A TEST WEIGHT
OF 56 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
CORN WAS HARVESTED AT A
MOISTURE OF 16% AND HAD
A TEST WEIGHT OF 55.04
POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
=============================================================================




PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATAFiLE NAME: WPRECR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/APRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION
~[S:ARCH flY: R.M. HAYES
COOrEIUITOI<









PESTrCIDE APPLI -: \CRINJU: \XANST : \AMACH : \POLPY : '.SORHA : YIELD :
TRT. -------------------- CAnON: VISUAL :CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:BU/ACRE:
NO. NAME fORMU. LBd i/A TYPE: J150/B6: J150/86: J150/86: mO/86: J150/86: J258/86:
01 DUAL EC 8.0 1.25 PRE




02 DUAL EC 8.0 3.0 PRE
AATREX FL to 1.5 PRE
03 CG180937 EC 8.0 1.25 PRE
AATREX FL 4.0 1. 5 PRE
o
J4 CG180937 EC 8.0 3.0 PRE
AATREX fL 4.0 1.5 PRE
05 LASSO EC to 2.0 PRE
AATREX fL 4.0 1.5 PRE
o
06 LASSO EC to 4.0 PRE
AATREX fL to 1.5 PRE
07 BICEP-D fL 6.0 2.7 PRE o
08 BICEP-O fL 6.0 5.4 PRE
09 SAN 582 EC 8.0 1.5 PRE o
10 SAN 582 EC 8.0 3.0 PRE 13
11 SAN 582 EC 8.0 1.5 PRE
AATREX FL 4.0 1.5 PRE
12 SAN 582 EC 8.0 1.5 PRE
BLAOEX FL 4.0 2.0 PRE
13 RS 118 OF 80t 3.0 PRE 6
14 RS 238 OF 80t 2.4 PRE





















































E X PST A T ION
IIPPI.: I' fi f· .J II) illB;,
CORN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION
PESTICIDE APPLI-:lCRINJU:mNSI :%AMACH :%POLPY :%SORHA :YIELD :
TRT. ------------- ------- CATION: VISUAL : CONTROL: CONTROL: CONTROL: CONIROL: BU/ACRE:
NO, NA~E FOR~U, LBai/A TYPE:Jl')0/86:JI50/86:JI50/86:JI50/86:JI50/86:J258/86:
l6 PPOWI. EC Ul 1.0 PRE 9~ 99 qq 61 131. 4
AA [REX FL 4.0 U PRE
17 SC 5616 EC I, il il, I~ PRE 90 99 99 15 138.1
AATREX FL 4,0 U PRE
13 SC 5676 EC 7,11 1.) PRE 97 99 99 92 132.9
AATREX FL 4,0 l.'i PRE
19 WEEDY CK 114.8
20 wEEDFREE 99 99 99 96 139.1
LSD(O.O')) ~ 7 13 19 17.8
STANDARD DEVIATION' ') 9 13 12.3
COEFF, OF VARIABILITY = 35') 10 17 9.1
PAGE 4
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E X PST A T ION
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
RESEARCH bY: f~ • M . HAYC~;
COOPERArOR :
TOTAL REPS : 4










PREVIOUS CROP: S (!i!3 E A N
PREVIOUS TILL: CONVENTIONAL
FERTILITY: 45-45-45 AT PLANT
MISC. 1: 100-0-0 AS ANHYDROUS
MISC. 2: FURADAN 2 LB AI/A IN
PL.OT SIZE(LxW): G.3x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.2
SOIL TEXTURE: COLLIN SIL SOIL OM%: 01.0
ROW WID TH: 030 [X I·- ;: RIM EN TAL 0E S IG N: R C II
AMMONIA MAY 14,1986 NUMBER OF REPS: 4
FURROW REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
============================~================================================
PLANTING DATE: 04/18/86
HARVEST DATE : 09/15/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3147
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT MID: WET LATE: DRY
================
=============================================================================
APPLICATION INFO' APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :==================================~~========================
APPLICATION DATE
JULIAN DATE/YEAR










RAIN / IRRIG. in
0-24 hrll-3 days
4-7 days!2nd wk














































:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:





.** •.• , •• *., * •.••.••.•• *.,"""'.* ••• 1<* 1."""""""""'''''''* 1.* •• " •• "'" ••••• * ••. '" I,r I I I 1 I



































PRO,). NUM.: INTERIM DATA




E X PST A T ION
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
=========~=~=====~==~::~=============~========================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS








PER ACRE WITH A MOISTURE
OF 15.5% AND A TEST WEIGHT
OF 56 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
CORN WAS HARVESTED AT A
MOISTURE OF 16% AND HAD
A TEST WEIGHT OF 55.04
POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
=============================================================================
APPROVED BY: SUBMITTED BY:
DA TE: DA IE:
PAGE 2
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E X PST A T ION
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
RES EAR C H BY; f\. M. H A YE ~)
COOPfRATOfl :









PESTICIDE APPLI -: \CRINJU: \CRINJU: \SORHA : \AMACH :mNST : \BRAPP : Y/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION: VISUAL : VISUAL : CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBa i/A TYPE: J125/B6: J 150/B6: J 150/B6: Jl50/B6: Jl50/B6: J150/B6: J25B/B6:
01 SC0051 EC 3.0 0.75 POST 10
==========================================================================::=======================:=:===============================
97 66 133.1
02 SC0051 EC 3.0 1.0 POST
03 SC0051 EC 3.0 0.75 POST
AATREX FL 4.0 1.0 POST
04 SC0456 EC 2.0 0.5 POST o
as SC0456 EC 2.0 1.0 POST
06 SC0456 EC 2.0 0.5 POST
AATREX FL 4.0 1.0 POST
07 SC0735 WP 75% 0.5 POST 5
OB SC0735 WP 75% 1. 0 POST B
09 SC0735 WP 75% 0.5 POST
AATREX FL 4.0 1.0 POST
o
10 SC009B EC 1.7 0.03 POST 20 o
11 SC009B EC 1.7 0.06 POST 25 a
12 SC009B EC 1.7 a .125 POST 34
13 SC009B EC 1.7 0.03 POST
AGRIDEX \A 100% 1.25\ POST
85 40
14 SC0098 EC 1.7 0.06 POST
AGRIOEX %A 100\ 1.25% POST
90 53
15 2,4-0LVE EC 4.0 1.0 POST 25 16
16 AATREX FL 4.0 1.0 POST













































PROJ. NUM.: TNrr.RIM DATA
FILE NAME: WPOSTCRG




E X PST A T ION
POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN CORN
::::::::======::=::=========================:====================================================================================::====
PESTICIDE APPL!-:tCRINJU:tCRINJU:tSORHA :%AMACH :mNST :tBRAPP :Y/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION: VISUAL :VISUAL : CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBai/A TYPE:J125/86:Jl50/86:Jl50/86:J150/86:Jl50/86:Jl50/86:J258/86:
:::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =:::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::: ==:: ==:: == ===:::::::::: :::;:::::::: ==::::::::::::
17 TANDEM EC 4.0 0.75 POST
MTREX FL 4.0 1.5 POST
AGRIDEX tA lOOt l.25l POST
18 PROWL EC 4.0 0.75 POST
AATREX FL 4.0 1.0 POST
19 MARKSMANSC 3.2 1.6 POST
20 RS 010 WP 45t 0.9 POST
MTREX FL 4.0 1.0 POST
21 RS 010 WP 45t 0.9 POST
BLADEX WP BOt 0.75 POST
22 BUCTRIL - FL 3.0 .75 POST
MTREX
23 8UCTRIL EC 2.0 0.38 POST
24 BAS 514 WP SOt 0.5 POST
AGRIDEX tA 100\ 1.25% POST
25 BAS 514 WP SOt 1. 0 POST




































































PRf1J. NUM.: INTERIM DATA




E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN CORN
RESEARCH BY: R. M. HA YE S
COOPERA1OR :
TOT AI REPS : 4













MISC. 1: CORN 150LB/N/A
MISC. }: CORN PLOTS RECfEVED 2.0 LB AI/A.
PLOT SIZE(Lxl.~): 13.3x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.2
SOl L TEXT U R E: COl.1 [ N S ~;. L.. ~;0 IL. 0 M');: (J 1 .0
ROW W [0 TH: 1)i1 0 E X P E1~TM[ N TAL DES IG N: S P P L
NUMBER OF REPS: 4
REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
PLANTING DATE: 04/30/86
HARVEST DATE : 09/16/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3147
SEASONAL RAINFAl.l. DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT MID: WET LATE: DRY
===================================================::========================~
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 APPLIC. ? : APPLIC. J : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :=============================~====~==========================================
APPLICATION DATE' 04/30/86 / / / / / / / / :
JULIAN DATE/YEAR J120/86 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00 :
GEN. APPLIC TYPE PRE :
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) / / / / / :
% REL. HUMIDITY % :
WIND DIR/VELOC. / / / / / :
ROOT/LEAF MOIST. OPT/ / / / / :
INCORP. EQUIP. NONE :
INCORP. DEPTH in:
SPRAYER TYPE ,C02BACKPACK: :
SPRAYER GPA/PSI :018.0/032: / / / /:
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFAN8002: ,,:
RAIN / IRRIG. in:--------------------------------------------------------------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: / : / : / : / : / :
4-7 days/2nd wk: / : / : / : / : / :




:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:=========================================~==::================================*.·.*1_ •• '"
I
ZEAMX:CORN
CROP .••.•.••.•• , ••.•.•. \ .•.•.•••••.•..•. "'1 .•.••. "' .•.••.•.••.•. 1_ .•.•••.•.•.••.•. 1 ••.•.••.•. _ •• "'1 __ •.•. _ •••. _1I 1 1 I 1 , I
: : / : / : / : / : / :
lit •••.•• : •••• PEST
CASOB:SICKLEPOD


































































P~f)J. NlIM.: INTERIM DATA
: [ N 1\ 1'1I:: C 1\ S 0 III) I ()
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: L5ai/A
PRINTED: 10/29/86
E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN CORN
=====::~==~~===~~============~========::=======================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
ENTJRE EXP[RI~~E TI\L AREA TREATED WITH DUAL 8E (1.5PT/A)FOR ANNUAL
r; f~A:i:i AN [) n R 0 1\ [) E A [ W [[ [) s. (P A R A 0 IJ A TAT O. ~j L B / A ()N N [)..TIL L P [)R T I[)N ) .
SURFACTANT(O.2~ ) AD[)ED TO BOTH SCEPTER AND CLASSIC.
APPROVED BY: SUBMITTED BY:
DA TE: DA IE:
PAGE 2
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PROJ. NUM.: INI['f<fM DATA
FILE NAME: CASOROT6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: Ll3ai/A
PRINTED: 10/29/86
E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN CORN











PESTICIDE APPLI -: %CAS08 : %CRINJU: NUM/CAS:NUM/CAS:GR. /CAS: GR./CAS: CRN/YLD: %MOISTU:TEST WT: CRN/YLD:%MOISTU:TEST WT
TRT. -------------------- CATlON:CONTROL:VISUAL :m N-T:m C-T:/M2 N-T:m C-T:8U/A/NT:CALC. : CALC. :8U/A/CT:CALC. : CAlC.
NO. NAME FORMU. L8ai/A TYPE: J 155/86: JI55/86: mO/86: J230/86: J230/86: J230/86: J259/86: J259/86: J259/86: J259/86: J259/86: J259/86
:::=== ==:: ====:::::: ==== ==== === ::::::::::======::::::::: == == ==:: ==::::::::::. ====:: == ::::::::::::::::::::::::=========::: ===== ==================================:========:::=:=:
01 CORN/ 97 16 17 98.2 17.1 52.7 74.3 17.5 52.2
AATREX FL 4.0 2.0 PRE
02 CORN/ 98 11 16 90.5 17.2 53.6 85.8 16.9 51.0
AATEX FL 4.0 3.0 PRE
03 CORN/ 0 198 81 50 29 87.3 17.4 52,7 76.1 17.2 52.4
WEEDY-CK
04 CORN/ 95 98.1 17.1 53.4 77.6 16.9 55.1
WEEDFREE
Whole plot Mean 73 0 56 29 15 10 93.5 17.2 53.1 78.4 17.1 52.6
LSD(0.05) = NA 62 18 27 11 26.2 2.7 1.7 27.5 2.7 3.1
STANDARDDEVIATION = NA 39 11 17 7 16.4 1.7 1.1 17.2 1.7 1.9
COEFF. OF VARIA8ILI TY = NA 69 38 111 70 17.5 9.7 2.0 21.9 9.9 3.7
PAGE 3
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°ROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
r I l. [' N A ME: l~ H R ~1'i C E G
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN RESPONSE TO HARMONY HERBICIDE
R":;EARCH flY: R.M. HAYES
C(]OPIRATOR :
T TAL REP'; : 1\










PREVIOUS CROP: S()'i13EANS PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.2
CREVI(JU;, TILL: CONVENTIONAl SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OM?,: 01.Ci
" ': R T [I. I f'i: -1,) 1\ I) IJ ') AI f) I. A N 1 ! N (; R 0 iN IN ID T H: a '3 0 [ x PER IMEN TAL DES I l; N: R C fl
·I!:,(. 1: J()(J··O-O ANH'iDf~(]l!:;AMMONIA MA'i 11\ NUMBER OF REPS: 4
·11 [ S C. '2: III R A 0 A N '2. 0 L I) A [/ A IN FUR R 0 IN A T PLAN T REPORT TYPE: IN IE RIM
========--.~~:~=====~~==~====~=========~==============~=========================
PI.AN T [NG DA If:: 04/ IB/nG
HARVEST DATE Oq/l~/BG
RESIDUE TAKl'N: N
CROP CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3147
SFASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: opr MID: WET LATE: DRY
==========~==~===-~---~~===-===========.-_._================~=========::=========












SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFAN8002:
RAIN / IRRIG. in:------------------------------------------------------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: . / / / /: / :
4-7 days/2nd wk . /00.6 / / /: / :






























:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:




CROP •..• >II Jil ••• I I/f, .• I( Jc I ,., It "" .•••••••..•. ,tI: I •. " "" '" •• •. oil * .•. I .•. >\ .•. " III ill ,.. .• '" I •• fl; ill )iii; * •. II; '" "" I '" •. * '" ...• ""... " II I I I J I I











































































PROJ. NUM.: INTeRIM DATA
FILE NAME: WHRMYCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN RESPONSE TO HARMONY HERBICIDE
=====~===================~===================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.CRSTUN~CROP STUNTING
2.Y/BU/AC=YIELD IN BUSHELS
PER ACRE WITH A MOISTURE
OF 15.5% AND A TEST WEIGHT
OF 56 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
CORN WAS HARVESTED AT A
MOISTURE OF 16% AND HAD
A TEST WEIGHT OF 55.04
POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
====================================~========================================




PROJ. NUM.: INfrRIM DATA
FILE NAME: WHRMYCRG
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/20/86
E X PST A T ION
CORN RESPONSE TO HARMONY HERBICIDE
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR :









PESTICIDE APPLI -: \CRSTUN: Y/BU/AC:
TRT. ----------------.--- CATION:VISUAL :HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBai/A TYPE:mO/86:J258/86:
==:: === ===:=:::::::::: ====:::;:;:::::::::::::::::::: ==:: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::: ==:::::::::::::: === === ====:::::::::: =====:::::::: ==::::::
01 HARMONY OF 75% 0.007 EPOST 0 90.2
X-77 %A 100% 0.5% EPOST
02 HARMONY OF 75\ 0.015 EPOST 8 94.5
X-77 %A 100% 0.5% EPOST
03 HARMONY OF 75\ 0.021 EPOST 15 89.7
X-77 %A 100\ 0,5% EPOST
04 HARMONY OF 75% 0.03 EPOST 34 89.3
X-77 %A 100\ 0.5% EPOST
05 WEEOFREE 97.0
LSO(O,05) : 11 12.5
STANDARD DEVIATION: 7 8. I
COEFF, OF VARIABILITY : 64 8.8
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PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: WRESDCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: Ll3ai/A
PRINTED: 10/29/86
E X PST A T ION
EFFECTS OF SCEPTER AND CLASSIC ON CORN
RESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
COOPERATOR :













FERT[LITY: 45-45-45;100UN AS A.A.
MISC. 1: FURADAN 15G AT ;0 LB/A IN
MISC. 2: L.ASSO 1 ArITREX (2.01 2.0
PLOT SIZE(LxW): lO.Ox 30.0 SOIL. pH :6.2
SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OMt: 01.0
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
FURROW NUMBER OF REPS: 4
LB AI/A)PRE REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
PLANTINr, !lATI.: 04/.l.B/B()
H A R V E S r D A T[ 0 9 / 1 ljj U (j
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CUL.TIVAR: PIONEER 3147
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: OPT M[D: \lJET LATE: DRY
=====~::~~==~~=~=======~~~~~========-:~~=~::==========~====~====================





I REL. HUMIDITY %
I<IIND D[R/VEl.OC. SE/02
ROOT/LEAF MOIST. OPT/
[NCORP. EQUIP. TINE DO-ALl.
INCORP. DEPTH In 2 IN
SPRAYER TYPE ,C02BACKPACK
SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032 /
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFANU002, I
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------------------------------------------
0-24 hr/l-J days: /00.7: / : / : /
4-7 days/2nd wk /00.8: / : / : /































:OEN-:APPLIC. 1;APPLIC. 2:Af'PLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HT-in/STG. :HTin/STG.:==================~=====::=~================================================~=
CROP **·:fI:·I*·It"'I*.***** •• l***·**·*"'I··*"'·*~·"I··Ilt.*.lIl·*I·**.***~*II I I I I I 1






/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
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DROJ. NlIM.: INTERIM DATA
, i l_ [ N A 1"1 E: W R [ S D C R 6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: LBai/APRINTED: 10/29/86
E X PST A T ION
EFFECTS OF SCEPTER AND CLASSIC ON CORN
~ESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
C i; 11 P [ RAT 0 R





5T: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: 04/18/86
COMPLETED: 09/15/86
:::::::::: =::::::: === ====::::::::::::: === =::::::::::::::: ======: ===:: === ===:::: =:: ::;:::::::: ==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ======== :::;:;:: == ===:: ================================::::::
PESTIC IDE APPLI -: tCRINJU: PlT .WT. : YIBUI AC:
TRT. ---- ----------- ----- CATION: VISUAL :GIlOPlT: HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBai/A TYPE:mO/86:J126/86:J258/86:
:::::::::::::::::: ======== ===:::: ==:: === == ==:::::: ==:::::::::: =:::::::::::::::::::: =:::::::::::::::: :::::::: == ::::::::::::=::= :::::::::::::: ==::: ==:::: ===== ==:: === =====================::===
01 SCEPTER SC 1. 5 ,002S PPJ 2.86 106.8
02 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.025 PPI 43 2.29 92.5
03 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .05 PPI 90 1. 67 46,6
04 C~ASSIC DF 25% .0005 PPI 2.82 108.0
J5 CLASSI C DF 25% .0054 PPI 33 2.70 98.9
06 CLASSIC DF 25% .0107 PPI 40 2.50 95.0
07 WEEDFREE 2.77 113.6
LSD(0.05) : 11 .38 31.4
STANDARDDEVIATION: 8 .26 21.1
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY : 26 10.25 22.4
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PROJ. NlIM.: INTERIM DATAF fLE NAME: SC&CI.CRb
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: U3ai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86E X PST A T ION
R.M.HAYLS
F.C. EFFECT OF SCEPTER & CLASSIC ON CORN
R £: :.: EAR CHIn' :














P [< I: V I () IJS C 1< () P: :; ()YB I. A N :j P I. 0 I S f 1E ( I. x W): 1 0 • a x 3 0 • 0 S a I L pH: 7 . 2
[:' ~: [0 v f0 lJ :; 1 ILL: N () III I 0 IL T EXT U 1<I.: COL LIN S S. L. SOl LOM'~: C 1 ._
fffnfL[IY: II[[,H P,H!h}1 f: R()I~ WliJ1H: DlD EXPLRfMLNTAL DESIGN: RC3
M I ~;(. I: 4 ,) 4 '.l .. 4 ') A P I' L I f. (J A I f' I. A Nfl NC, NUM BER 0 F REP S: 4
~4[SC. :I: IOO fll) APPI [ED ,tI,S 8/'); li.A. REPORT TYPE: INTERI~j
PLANTING DAfr: 04/LI/Bh
HARVEST DATE: oq/J2/BG
r, f SID I.J E IA K [ N: N
,,10101 [CATrON fNfO: APf-'1.IC .
II f) P L ICAT ID N ()A IE: ()"J/ I 1/ B 'j
JULIAN DATE/YEAR: J1JJ/U5
C f: N. At) P L I C T Y P E : P R f.
AIR/SOIL lEMP(F) :080/








RAIN / IRRIG. in:--------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: /
4-7 days/2nd wk: /
3rd / 4th week: /
===~~~=~======~=::~=~~===================
C~(]I' CIJL 1 fV,i\I<:PIONEER 314J
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
[Af(iY: O~)T MID: WET LATE: DRY
== =;:~~~~==~=~~=====~=~=======~=====















































:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5'
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTjn/~lG.'
.• **··IJt ....• it
I
ZEAMA:CORN
CROP===========~============================================================~~==~It "" "" ill " I •• * It ••• I .•• -* .•.••• "" .•• "" "" • I< •• /11. *' II: • "" "" •• I It " ,fI, It It •.•. "" " 1 "" II It * .•.* .•.II: lit I "" •• It "" II: >II:/II: •. lit II t I I I I
: : / : / : / : / : /
PEST •..•..•.• AI*" .•..•. ' .••••••• "* .• "'."".II •••• t"" •••.•• It •• ,,.j ••• :fI •• ***I ••••. fI •••• 1
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / I
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
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PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: SC&CLCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
F.C. EFFECT OF SCEPTER & CLASSIC ON CORN
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.CORN/HT=CORN HEIGHT IN INCHES
MEASURED ON JUNE 9.
2.Y/I3IJ/AC=YIELD fN BUSHELS
PER ACRE WITH A MOISTURE
OF 1~.5% AND A TEST WEIGHT
OF 56 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
CORN WAS HARVESTED AT A
MOISTURE OF 18.8% AND HAD
A TEST WEIGHT OF 53.76
POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
OUR OBJECTIVE IN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO EVALUATE THE RESPONSE
OF NO-TILL CORN THE YEAR FOLLOWING SCEPTER AND CLASSIC APPLICATIONS.
THERE WAS NO EARLY SEASON INJURY, NO CONSISTENT PLANT HEIGHT EFFECT,
AND NO YIELD REDUCTION DUE TO TREATMENT. IT SHOULD I3E NOTED THAT
THE PH OF THIS EXPERIMENTAL AREA RANGED FROM 7.1 TO 7.4.
=============================================~~==============================
APPROVED BY: SUBMITTED BY:
DA IE: DA TE:
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PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATAFILE NAME: SC8CLCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: U3ai/APRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
F.C. EFFECT OF SCEPTER & CLASSIC ON CORN
RES E A 1<C H l3Y: f~. M • H A YC S
COOPERATOR
TOTAL REPS : ~









PESTIC IDE APPLI -: CORN/HT: Y/BU/ AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION: INCHES : HARVEST:
NO. NAME FORMU. LBa i/A TYPE: J 160/86: J255/86:
:: ==:::::::::::: ====:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ==:::::::: =====::::: == ===============================
01 SCEPTER EC 1. 5 0.125 PRE 58.5 119.4
02 SCEPTER EC l.S 0.25 PRE 55.4 114.1
03 CLASSIC DF 25% 0.03 PRE 54.1 107.8
04 CLASSIC DF 25% 0.06 PRE 47,4 116.9
05 SCEPTER EC 1. 5 0.1251WAP 58,1 117.5
06 SCEPTER EC 1.5 0.25 1WAP 58.3 111.7
07 CLASSIC 0.015 lWAP 57.3 112.5
08 CLASSIC 0.03 lWAP 59.1 124.0
09 SCEPTER 0.125 2WAP 53.9 120.9
10 SCEPTER 0.25 2WAP 59.5 114,2
11 CLASSIC 0.015 2WAP 55.5 118.3
12 CLASSIC 0.03 2WAP 51. 6 110.3
13 SCEPTER 0.125 3WAP 58.9 125.1
14 SCEPTER 0.25 3WAP 57.6 119.7
15 CLASSIC 0.015 3WAP 55.0 105.9
16 CLASSIC 0.03 3WAP 50.6 110.5
17 BASAGRAN 0.25 2WAP 56.6 125.1
BLAZER 0.125 2WAP




PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: SC&CLCR6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R
UNITS: L13ai/A
PRINTED: 10/21/86
E X PST A T ION
F.C. EFFECT OF SCEPTER & CLASSIC ON CORN
APPL: PRE "J137/85 POST1=J144/85 POST2=J151/85
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:::::: ==:::: == :::::::::: =====:::::::::::: === ======:: =====:: ==== === ==:::::::::::::::::.
PESTICIDE APPLI -: CORN/HT: Y/BU/AC:
TRT. -------------------- CATION:INCHES :HARVEST:
NO. NA~E FOR~U. LBa i/A TYPE: J160/86: J255/86:
::==:::::::: ==:::::::::: :::::: ====::::::::::::::::::: == ==:::::::::::: ==== ==:: :::::::: ===:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: === ====:::: ===== ==:: ===============:: =========== =================::::
1Q WEEDY CK 58,1 112,3
20 WEEDFREE 52.4 108.9
LSD(O.O'j) = 5,9 28.7
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.1 19,9
COEFf, OF VARIABIUTY = 7.3 17.1
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